Handling Of Written Consent With Respect To Article 4(1)(viii)

1. An entry which identifies a person to be concerned, and 2. a statement which has an effect to consent that an applicant receives a trademark registration with respect to a relevant application for the trademark registration shall be made in a written consent submitted with respect to Article 4 (1)(viii).

1. **Entry which identifies a person to be concerned**
   
   (1) In principle, for the purpose of identifying a person to be concerned, entries of the name or title, the domicile or residence, and a seal or a signature of the person are necessary in a written consent.

   In addition, with respect to the entry of the domicile or residence, it is desirable that the identification of the person being concerned is easy with the entry (the address for an individual, and the location of the head office for a corporation). Where an entry of residence is made but a relevant person cannot be identified with the entries including the entries in a written opinion, etc., confirmation is made by sending a written notice to the applicant.

   (2) Where a relevant person is recognized as famous and it is decided that he/she/it is identifiable individually only by the name, the stage name or the pen name, etc., a clear entry of the name, the stage name or the pen name, etc. with a seal or a signature shall be sufficient and no entry of the domicile or residence is approved.

2. **Statement which has an effect to consent that an applicant obtains a trademark registration with respect to a relevant application for the trademark registration**

   In addition to entries of the number of an application for a trademark registration, the designated goods or the designated services, and the classes of the goods and the services, a statement is made with an effect to consent that an applicant obtains a trademark registration with respect to the relevant application.

3. **Model of a written consent**

   See (Annex).
Written consent

Date

Domicile or Residence
Name or Title, etc. (Seal)
(Signature)

I, "○○", consent that "△△ (Applicant’s name or title) receives a trademark registration with respect to the following application for the trademark registration.

Note

1. Number of the application for the trademark registration

2. Designated goods or designated services, and Classes of the goods and the services

   Class ● ...
   Class ▲ ...

Concluded